Prognostic performance of coronary computed tomography angiography in asymptomatic individuals as compared to symptomatic patients with an appropriate indication.
Current Appropriatene Usa Criteria exclude coronary computed tomography angiography (CTA) in asymptomatic individuals. We compared the prognostic value of coronary CTA in asymptomatic individuals to symptomatic patients with "definitely appropriate" indications for coronary CTA. Consecutive patients without previously known CAD referred for a CTA exam were divided into 2 groups. One group consisted ofasymptomatic individuals, the other of symptomatic patients with a "definitely appropriate" indication for coronary CT (unable to exercise and/or with an uninterpretable electrocardiogram and at an intermediate pre-test probability of obstructive coronary artery disease). Patients that did not fit into either groups were excluded. The segment stenosis score (SSS) was calculated based on coronary CTA and patients were followed for a composite endpoint of all-cause death, acute myocardial infarction and late revascularization. A total of 1080 patients (60 ± 12 years, 65% male) were included in the study (674 "asymptomatic" and 406 "appropriate"). SSS >4 was more frequent in "asymptomatic" than in "appropriate" CT data sets (27% vs 20%, p = 0.02). After a mean follow-up of 4.4 ± 1.8 yrs, 49 patients reached the composite endpoint. On multivariable analysis adjusting for CAD risk factors and symptoms, only a high-risk CTA study and past smoking were independently predictive of events. Although currently not regarded as "definitely appropriate", the use of coronary CTA in a selected asymptomatic population had higher yield for identifying high-risk individuals than appropriately indicated studies in symptomatic patients and provided thequal prognostic information.